Abstract-The relationships between e, b, h, din a rotating body are derived in the laboratory frame. They are utilized, together with suitable boundary conditions, to calculate the fields that arise when conducting or nonconducting bodies of revolution rotate in externally applied dc electric and magnetic fields.
It is true that very efficient ad hoc formulas exist for designing rotating machines. A deeper understanding of the field prob-
(1)
Identical equations are valid in S, but the primes must now be dropped. In S' the constitutive relationships are those of a body a t rest. We shall assume them to be of the form . The mathematical solution of these equations is quite complex, and it is our purpose to show how it can be avoided when the rotating body possesses symmetry of revolution. For such a case, it is possible, by means of fairly simple calculations, to obtain a solution in the (inertial) laboratory system. We have applied this method to the determination of the fields surrounding rotating disks immersed in simple electric or. magnetic fields. We have considered, in particular, the metallic Faraday disks utilized in modern homopolar generators and the dielectric disks involved in the Wilson and RontgenEichenwald experiments. These structures are of considerable practical interest, and their analysis by relativistic methods should fulfill a real didactic need.
MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS FOR
where /3=r/c. 
A . Field Transformation Formulas for Inertial Frames
Our discussion is based on the field transformation formulas of special relativity. These formulas connect the electromagnetic fields in two inertial frames in relative (translational) motion [l], [4] . The inertial frames in our problem are the laboratory system S and the rest frame S' of a body undergoing a translatory motion with respect to S . In S' the electromagnetic fields satisfy Maxwell's equations:
The symbol eli stands for the component parallel to the motion (i.e., ez in Fig. l) , and e l for the component perpendicular to z (i.e., e,u,+e,u, in Fig. 1 where n is the index of refraction (rrk)l'*.
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The transformation formulas for currents and charge densities are also relevant to our discussion: 
Un.(b2 -bl) = 0.
(7)
U n X (hz -hi) + (Un. ~)(d2 -dl) = j 8
Here pi andj, denote the surface-charge and current densities. We notice that the boundary conditions in S become the 'rest" conditions at those points where the velocity lies in the tangent plane (i.e., where un. v = 0).
C. Constitutive Equations i n Accelerated Systems
Assume that a body with given e, p, 6 undergoes an arbitrary motion, and that vp is the instantaneous velocity in P.
The formulation of the constitutive equations in the moving coordinates is a subject of current interest in the recent literature. The various approaches yield results which agree t o first order in the velocities, but differ in the higher order terms, which are unfortunately very difficult to measure accurately. The general approach in this paper has been suggested by Professor M$ller (the author of [2]) and is also to be found in a number of specialized articles [7] - [9] . I t consists in stating that the constitutive equations of a body at rest, i.e., (2), hold in the instantaneous rest frame [2] of a point P, provided changes due to acceleration strain are neglected. The instantaneous rest frame S p of P, which is the inertial frame having a velocity v p with respect to the laboratory system S, varies from point to point and from instant to instant. This variation is known to influence the form of Maxwell's equations in the accelerated system, but this fact is of no importance to us, as our calculations are per- formed in the laboratory frame. We shall consequently state that the constitutive equations (2) hold in the instantaneous rest frame of P, and that the corresponding equations (4) in S are still valid, provided u is interpreted as the instantaneous velocity in P. Similarly, boundary conditions (7) hold at a boundary point Q, provided v is taken to be the instantaneous velocity in Q. These principles have recently been applied by
Mo to the scattering of a plane wave by a nonconducting rotating sphere [ 9 ] . In this paper, we shall consider their application to situations that are of more direct interest to power engineers. These situations have been selected on the grounds of their mathematical simplicity, but their analysis can serve as a guide to the solution of more complex problems.
A CONDUCTOR ROTATING IN A DC MAGNETIC FIELD:
SYMMETRY OF REVOLUTION
A . Constitutive Equations i n the Rotating Body
In this paragraph we assume that all fields depend on r and z but are independent of the azimuth cp and time t (Fig. 2) .
The electric field satisfies curl e=O throughout space. Its azimuthal component e,, is therefore zero because the circulation of e around a circle centered on the z axis vanishes. I t follows that e is a meridian vector and that it can be written as
where $J is a function of r and z. To determine I $ (and the other electromagnetic quantities) we shall make use of the equations
where w =wr and where the expression for the current density is taken from (4). Outside the body, h is irrotational, and e and h are regular at infinity. Notice that B = w r / c is a function of r . Direct solution of (9) is difficult because of the complicated nature of the constitutive equations ( 5 ) . An iterative solution, on the other hand, is quite manageable. In all practical applications the maximum peripheric velocity wa is completely negligible with respect to the velocity of light.
The parameter fia=ua/c is therefore very small, and we shall
utilize it to expand the fields in the following manner:
The field ho is the static value which exists in the absence of rotation. I t is a function of the geometry and magnetic permeability of the body immersed in the applied field hi. We shall assume, for simplicity, that hi and ho lie in the meridian plane. The electric field vanishes in the nonrotating body, and therefore its expansion starts with a first-order term. Inserting the expansions for e and h in the constitutive equations ( sequences. First, hl and bl vanish everywhere, as can be seen from (11) and (12). The same equations imply that
The absence of volume currents jl has interesting con-
E . Electric and Magnetic Fields in the Rotating Body
Having obtained the expansions ford and b, we introduce these expressions into Maxwell's equations (9) and equate terms of equal order in Pa on both sides of the equations. This generates a set of iterative equations. The same procedure can be applied to the boundary conditions, which are of the "rest" type because the velocity a t a boundary point is tangential to the body. I t should be noticed that the volume and surface convection currents pv and prv are of order Paf, as d is of order j 3 . . I t follows that the tangential component of hl across S is continuous, as there is no surface current of order one there. These various remarks lead to the following equations for the first-order magnetic field hl:
in the conductor. The leading term for the electric field is therefore 
which is a direct consequence of (9) . Taking the divergence of both members shows that div e2=0. This equation is valid throughout space. The same is true of curl es= 0. Furthermore, the tangential component of e2 is continuous across s.
We conclude that e2 vanishes everywhere.
The results obtained until now can be summarized in the following six formulas: Consider a sphere in a uniform magnetic field parallel to the z axis (Fig. 4) . The magnetic field in the sphere is proportional to hi and is given by where is the permeability of the sphere. Application of (19) gives fields and charges inside the sphere. T o calculate the first-order electric field outsiok the sphere, we set el= -grad 41 and write, from (15) 
The third condition expresses the charge neutrality of the sphere. I t is this condition which makes the solution mathematically unique and allows determination of &(O). In problems where the only quantity of interest is the potential difference between a surface point A and the axis, the answer is immediately afforded by the second equation of (21), viz., The surface-charge density is equal to the discontinuity of dR and is, therefore, 
(~) -4(0) = Ba[41(A) -41(0>1

B. Fields In and Around a Rotating Conducting Spheroid
Consider next an oblate spheroid rotating about the z axis and immersed in a uniform magnetic field parallel to this axis. A solution by separation of variables can be effected [ll] , [12] by utilizing spheroidal coordinates ( 
The surface of the spheroid is defined by 7 = q o . The maximum radius is a =f cosh 70. The magnetic field in the conductor is uniform and parallel to the z axis, and is given by where [12] g = cosh2 vo(l -sinh vo cot-' sinh v0).
(30)
The solution for +I proceeds as for the sphere. The potential law on the spheroid is, from (17),
T o match the outside potential to this value, we utilize the classical expansion + = AnmPnm(cos 8)Qnm(j sinh 7) m , n where P," and Qnm are the associated Legendre polynomials Let us check that this value of the potential satisfies the charge neutrality conditions. For very large values of 7, the spheroidal coordinates become spherical coordinates, and becomes proportional to P 2 (cos8)(l/Ra). The flux of the electric field through a large sphere of radius R is therefore zero, because // Pz (cos 8) d Q = j j P2 (cos 8) sin 8 dB &=O.
As the flux of e is conservative, we conclude that the charge neutrality condition of the spheroid is satisfied.
The potential inside the conductor is I t follows that the charge density at I =(I sin 0 is given by
The density becomes infinite near the edge of the disk (point B in Fig. 6 ). A discontinuity of the same kind occurs in the equatorial plane for points close to the disk (point C in Fig. 6 ).
In that plane, which is defined by 8=a/2,
This equation confirms that the charge density is infinite at the edge.
V. ROTATING DIELECTRIC IN A MAGNETIC FIELD: SYMMETRY OF REVOLUTION; THE WILSON EXPERIMENT
We assume that the dielectric is nonconducting and does not carry any fixed real charge. In the local rest frame both j' and p' are therefore zero. I t follows, from the transformation equations (6) , t h a t j a n d p also vanish in the laboratory frame. Because of the assumed symmetry of revolution, phenomena are time independent, and Maxwell's equations inside the dielectric take the form
The first two equations show that e and h can be derived from scalar potentials. Thus e = -grad 4 h = -grad#.
(42) Differential equations for 4 and IC. are obtained by making use of the divergence equations (41) and the constitutive equations ( 5 ) . Methods similar to those described in Section I11 can be applied here. We shall consider a particular example-the experiment of Wilson [l], [14] -in which a hollow dielectric cylinder rotates in a magnetic field hi parallel to the rotation axis (Fig. 7) . As a result, a difference of potential appears between points A and B. We shall calculate this difference of potential by assuming the cylinder to be infinite. Phenomena are now independent of (c and z , and depend only on 1. Fields b and h are parallel to the z axis. From curl h=O we deduce that ah,/ar=O, i.e., that h, is constant throughout space. We therefore set h=hou,. The electric field is radial, and (5) shows that the same is true for the induction d. In the absence of any real charge, d must be zero everywhere, and we deduce from ( 5 ) that I.e.,
1--c2
The difference of potential between A and B is therefore ..
I t is seen that the rotation results in an apparent increase of the magnetic permeability. The reader will notice that the values derived for. the fields are valid for arbitrary angular velocities 0, i.e., that an expansion in the small parameter 8. is not needed for the structure under study. This interesting result obtains because the cylinder was assumed to be infinite, an assumption which reduced the number of independent variables of the problem. For dielectric cylinders and bodies of finite length, the solution is best effected by utilizing an expansion in the velocity parameter bo, as in Section 111. In Section VI we apply this method to calculate the fields in a dielectric body rotating in a dc electric field. capacitor (Fig. 8) . This motion generates an (induced) magnetic field [14] . T o analyze the experiment, we first consider a general body of revolution rotating in an external meridian div b = 0 , which gives electric field ei (Fig. 9) . Let eo be the value of the electric field in the dielectric when the latter is stationary. We introduce power expansions where V is the potential difference 2aeo across the rotation axis. A sample calculation follows. At 100 r/s and with & = 1, er= 3, and V = 10 kV, the induction at the equator is
1.4X10-11
Wb.m-*= 1.4X1e7 G, a very small value indeed. where a and b are the semiaxes of the ellipse.
C. Rotating Dielectric Sfihroid
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The essence of this paper is contained in Section 11-C, in which the constitutive equations and boundary conditions are stated for a rotating body. The remainder of the paper is merely an application of these simple rules to situations of physical interest, in which various disks rotate in various dc electric and magnetic fields. The mathematical solution has been pushed sufficiently far to arrive at useful formulas. The methods involved are of a classical nature--expansion in a (small) velocity parameter wa/c, and reduction of the solution of an iterative sequence of-potential problems.
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